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For Immediate Release. Venice, Italy. May 9, 2014.

OfficeUS, the U.S. Presentation at the 14th International Architecture Exhibition — la Biennale di
Venezia, announced today the Partners of OfficeUS: Arielle Assouline-Lichten, Curtis Roth, Cooking
Sections: Daniel Fernández Pascual & Alon Schwabe, Manuel Shvartzberg Carrió, Matteo Ghidoni,
and M-A-U-S-E-R: Mona Mahall & Asli Serbest.
The OfficeUS Partners were selected from an international open call hosted by Storefront for Art
and Architecture in Fall 2013. Eva Franch i Gilabert, Ana Miljački and Ashley Schafer, curators
of the U.S. Pavilion project, OfficeUS, selected the partners.
Over the twenty-five weeks of the Biennale, these eight architects, who include two collaborative
pairs, will work in conversation with visiting experts and various outpost offices around the world to
reconsider the projects exhibited in the pavilion and to construct an agenda for the future production
of architecture.
OfficeUS is still accepting applications for outpost offices as part of OfficeUS. Application materials
can be found at http://officeus.org/apply/.
About the Partners
Arielle Assouline-Lichten

Arielle holds a Master of Architecture from the Harvard Graduate School of Design, and a bachelor
degree in Critical Theory and Visual Media from New York University. She is the co-founder of
Slash Projects, a multi-disciplinary design firm based in Brooklyn, New York. Her work focuses
on experience as a driver for new design opportunities between physical and interactive space.
Prior to founding Slash Projects, Arielle has worked for BIG, Snøhetta, and Kengo Kuma Architects.
She recently led a campaign seeking retroactive recognition of Denise Scott Brown by the Pritzker
Prize and is passionate about establishing equality for designers through digital activism.
As Partner of OfficeUS, Arielle investigates the secondary figures in US architecture and new modes
of operation for empowerment.
Curtis Roth

Curtis is a recent graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology where he earned his Master
of Architecture degree with a concentration on post-war histories and theories of architecture. While
at MIT Curtis was awarded the AIA Henry Adams Medal, as well as the Ralph Adams Cram Thesis
Prize. Curtis was most recently the 2013-2014 Howard E. LeFevre ’29 Emerging Practitioner Fellow
at the Knowlton School of Architecture at the Ohio State University where he curated a retrospective
exhibition of the work of the fictional neo-avant-garde group Superimpossible. Prior to his appoint–
ment as the LeFevre Fellow, Curtis served as the Knowlton School of Architecture’s Richard W.
Trott ’61 Distinguished Visiting Professor where he taught both studios and history seminars in the
Architecture and Landscape Architecture departments. He has worked professionally for Howeler +
Yoon Architecture and Opsys Landscape Infrastructure Lab, both located in Boston.
As Partner of OfficeUS, Curtis is the office’s Confabulist of Archival Comedies (CAC), a role
which entails simulating new collective architectural memories by repurposing the affective
magic of comedy as a device for re-wiring architectural history.
Daniel Fernández Pascual & Alon Schwabe

Based in London, Daniel Fernández Pascual and Alon Schwabe create new critical methods of
mapping territories and urbanism through their trajectory of geopolitical cooking performances.
After meeting at the Centre for Research Architecture, Goldsmiths, University of London, they
founded Cooking Sections: a research-practice that cooks site-specific edible maps of boundaries,
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thresholds, events, buildings, architectures, landscapes, oddities and anomalies. Past performances
have taken place at Storefront for Art and Architecture, New York; The Bartlett, London; Institut Für
Raumexperimente, Berlin; dOCUMENTA(13); TEDx Talks, Madrid; Halle14, Leipzig; Polytechnic
Architecture School ETSAM, Madrid; Fiorucci Art Trust, London amongst others. They have been
associate residents participating in The Politics of Food program, at Delfina Foundation, London.
As OfficeUS Partners, Cooking Sections speculate on US architectural exports by looking at the
spaces of production and consumption of food. During the course of the project, they will develop a
cookbook drawing from OfficeUS Repository and realize their recipes publicly.
Manuel Shvartzberg Carrió

Originally from Spain and Argentina, Manuel studied at the Bartlett School of Architecture and
holds an MA in Aesthetics and Politics from CalArts. Among others, he has worked for OMA /
Rem Koolhaas and was project architect for David Chipperfield Architects from 2006 to 2012.
Manuel is a co-founder of the experimental practice Hunter & Gatherer, dedicated to developing
speculative projects on contemporary art, architecture and culture, and is a founding partner of
Matterberg Architects, based in London and New York City. He has published and exhibited his
work internationally and has taught at various institutions, including CalArts and the University
of Southern California. Currently he is based in New York City where he is enrolled in the PhD
in Architecture program at Columbia University and is a graduate fellow of the Institute for
Comparative Literature and Society.
As OfficeUS Partner, Manuel is interested in how to re-design “architecture” as a particular set of
socio-technical practices connected to economic and political imaginaries. How do the theatrics
of economization affect the architecture profession, and vice-versa? Are we doomed to be global
financial capitalism’s window dressers? Can we think of other political capacities for architecture?
Matteo Ghidoni

Matteo is an architect, editor and publisher based in Milan. He has been guest professor at the
Istituto Universitario d’Architettura di Venezia, the Politecnico in Milan, the Royal Danish Academy
of Arts in Copenhagen and the Pontificia Universidad Javeriana in Bogotà. As founding partner
of the research agency Multiplicity, his work has been exhibited at Kunstwerke in Berlin (2003),
the Venice Biennale (2003), the Musée d’art moderne in Paris (2003), the ZKM in Karlsruhe (2004)
and the Beijing Biennial (2004). In 2005, he founded the architectural office Salottobuono, which
has served as editor of the Instructions and Manuals section of Abitare magazine (2007-10) and as
creative director of Domus magazine (2011, 2012). The office has taken part in the Venice Biennale
(2008, 2012), published the Manual of Decolonization (2010) and designed the Italian Pavilion in
2010. Matteo is co-founder and Editor-in-Chief of San Rocco magazine, an independent international
publication about architecture. San Rocco was awarded the Icon Award as best emerging architecture
practice (2012) and the Graham Foundation Grant for Advanced Studies in the Fine Arts (2013).
As OfficeUS Partner, Matteo Ghidoni is the Head of the Department of Radical Realism. Matteo
deals with issues of extreme professional pragmatism and the logic of proper exploitation of given
conditions as possible ways toward a truly genuine architecture for the city. Rather than focusing
on singularity of buildings and the romantic figure of the architect, the department contributes to
the construction of a shareable and manipulable knowledge of architecture.
Mona Mahall & Asli Serbest

Based in Stuttgart and Istanbul, Mona Mahall and Asli Serbest, M-A-U-S-E-R, represent the practice
and research of the Micro Architecture Unit Star Energy Ray. As an undisciplined, collaborative studio
they reflect and produce architecture in and through different media. Their only, quasi-universal,
principle is that ideas – although being shaped by certain linguistic, social, political, technological,
and interpretative conditions – dominate their strategies, procedures, and objects. Therefore, M-A-US-E-R’s work can come as building, installation, video, graphic, sound, text, etc. – depending on the
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idea behind. It can use existing forms or develop anti-forms. It is shown in their self-published
magazine Junk Jet, in their texts for e-flux journal, Perspecta, etc., and in their exhibitions at Künst–
lerhaus Stuttgart, General Public, Berlin, Storefront for Art and Architecture, New York, etc. Mona
and Asli each completed a PhD on a critical reflection of modern speculative architecture. Currently,
M-A-U-S-E-R holds the chair of fundamentals of design at the Stuttgart State Academy of Art.
As Partners of OfficeUS, Mona and Asli integrate what is usually separate: over and under. Office and
exhibition. Depending on the moment, they become webmasters, existentialist philosophers, Palm
Jockeys, members of the cabin crew, or architects that from a long way off look like flies.

About the U.S. Representation at the 14th International Architecture Exhibition

The U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs supports and manages
official U.S. participation at the Biennale Architettura 2014. The selection of OfficeUS for the U.S.
Pavilion in 2014 resulted from an open competition and followed the recommendation of the Federal
Advisory Committee on International Exhibitions (FACIE), convened by the National Endowment
for the Arts. U.S. representation at this global event ensures that the excellence, vitality, diversity,
and innovation of architecture in the United States are effectively showcased abroad, and provides
an opportunity to engage foreign audiences to increase mutual understanding.
About Storefront for Art and Architecture

Founded in 1982, Storefront for Art and Architecture is a nonprofit organization committed to the
advancement of innovative positions in architecture, art and design. Storefront’s program of exhibitions,
artists talks, film screenings, conferences and publications is intended to generate dialogue and collabo–
ration across geographic, ideological and disciplinary boundaries. As a public forum for emerging voices,
Storefront explores vital issues in art and architecture with the intent of increasing awareness of and
interest in contemporary design.

About PRAXIS

Founded in 1999, PRAXIS: a journal of writing + building has established itself as a distinctive voice
in international architectural culture. Emphasizing the interdependence of technology, design, theory,
and history, the journal addresses contemporary design issues in both depth and breadth, promoting
connections between diverse fields of architectural production. It has engendered an architectural
discourse uniquely rooted in practice. PRAXIS has received numerous awards and honors, including
an I.D.award, and was twice awarded the largest grant in design from the National Endowment
for the Arts.

About Leong Leong

Leong Leong was established by brothers Chris and Dominic Leong in New York in 2009. Leong
Leong’s concept-based approach to design is coupled with a deep interest in methods of production
and architecture’s potential for cultural resonance.

About Pentagram: Natasha Jen

Natasha Jen is a graphic designer partner at Pentagram, which she joined in 2012. Jen’s work
is a hybridization of contexts, drawing from a diverse range of cultural, historical, aesthetic, and
technological sources. The body of work encompassing brand identities, environmental design,
multi-scale exhibitions, signage systems, print, motion and interactive graphics.

About CASE

CASE is a Building Information consultancy with offices located around the world. Recognized as
industry-thought leaders on the integration of technology and BIM principles, they help the building
industry identify, implement and manage the technologies and business practices that enable more
effective coordination, communication and collaboration.
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